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Laser light can induce binding or repulsive forces between particles and thus facilitate manipulation of nanoparticle arrays.

Individual stable atoms and molecules are seldom found far apart unless they are gases. Most matter exists in a condensed phase whose cohesion and integrity are due to fundamental interactions among the particles. The balance between dispersion forces of attraction and short-range electron-cloud repulsions—as in the Lennard-Jones potential—supports the formation of stable equilibrium structures. Remarkably, off-resonant laser radiation can induce additional, optomechanical forces between particles. A publication by Michael Burns and his team verified this effect experimentally for a simple system of two identical, spherical particles.

The terms ‘optical binding’ and ‘optical matter,’ which have recently gained currency, imply possibilities for an interplay with other interactions, such as chemical bonding. Such forces offer distinctive features that can be exploited for controlled optical manipulation of matter. Progress in theory is simultaneously developing along several fronts, with many investigations using classical descriptions of the radiation field. Some studies involve the demanding experimental challenges of engaging laser light to achieve the coherent manipulation and assembly of atoms and molecules.

We are among several teams developing further applications based on the theory of quantum electrodynamics, which properly accounts for the quantized nature of the electromagnetic fields coupling the particles. With a comprehensive analysis of the potential-energy landscapes generated in a radiation field, we could potentially control the microstructure of particle assemblies. For example, some of our first calculations indicated that we could optically engineer the morphology of deposited carbon-nanotube films.

We established that optical binding forces separate particles according to the positions of the different minima in the energy-shift landscapes. In the typical results shown in Figure 1, local minima distinguish stable optical binding configurations. In Figure 1(a), prominent minima arise from a longitudinal configuration, where the optical beam propagates collinearly with the particles. Figure 1(b) represents a transverse configuration. For particles situated away from any local minimum, the physical significance is a force of attraction towards a neighboring point of stability. Most systems in an arbitrary configuration will be subject to both forces and torques.

Templates such as Figure 1 can be used to establish the energy landscape for a larger number of particles. Multiple occurrences of local minima and maxima enable a variety of assemblies, determined by the optically engineered conditions. The simplest

---

*Figure 1.* Landscapes of optically induced potential energy as a function of the particle separation, R, and the angle $\phi$ between the laser polarization and R (where $k = 2\pi/\lambda$ and $\lambda$ is the wavelength): (a) R coplanar with the laser propagation and polarization, (b) laser propagation perpendicular to R.

*Continued on next page*
Figure 2. (a–c) Potential-energy landscapes experienced by a third particle in fields produced by the stable positioning of two other particles (indicated by black circles): (a) transverse, (b) longitudinal, and (c) off-axis geometry, where $R$ has been split into its dimensions along the $y$ and $z$ axes. Panel (d) indicates the initiation of chain formation.

observed assemblies are chain structures, based on a repeated superposition of the energy landscape, displaced by multiples of the closest equilibrium distance. Many more complex structures can also be formed, which we can readily identify from calculations based on three or more particles (see Figure 2).

We are specifically interested in particle behavior in twisted-wavefront beams (see Figure 3). Particles trapped in the annular intensity distributions of such beams can fall into position and generate stable ring formations when counter-propagating beams are used to offset any linear propulsion due to radiation pressure. When the general analysis is extended to four or more particles, a variety of more complex 2D and 3D arrays can be produced optically. Our ongoing research focuses on the detailed properties of such assemblies, including their switchable collapse and the effects of tailoring the line shape of the radiation.

The development of this new area of optical binding opens up a wide range of new opportunities in the well-established field of optical trapping. Exploitation of particle properties with cleverly engineered optical configurations extends from the optically driven assembly of micro- and nanoparticles suspended in liquid media down to the manipulation of individual molecules held in cold atom traps. Already, astonishing progress has been made. At present, our main task is to extend the theory beyond pair interactions, preparing for a full analysis of multiparticle assembly processes.
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